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Anisotropic magnetization-induced second harmonic generation in FeÕAu superlattices
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The anisotropic nonlinear magneto-optical response from Fe/Au~001! superlattices is studied. Perfect single-
crystalline order through the whole thickness of the multilayer is observed. The magneto-optical signals are
measured in both the longitudinal and transversal configurations. A strong fourfold anisotropy of nonlinear
Kerr rotation angle is demonstrated, in addition to the anisotropic second harmonic intensity changes. The
results are described in terms of a simple phenomenological model, that involve both dipole and quadrupole
nonlinear-optical interactions. Furthermore, general, model-independent symmetry properties of the nonlinear
magneto-optical response are established.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear magneto-optics is attracting attention as a no
tool for the investigation of surfaces and interfaces of m
netic materials. Among the different nonlinear magne
optical effects, the most intensively studied is t
magnetization-induced second harmonic genera
~MSHG!.1–5 This effect is known to be very sensitive t
surfaces and interfaces, since in centrosymmetric mate
the electric dipole-induced SHG becomes allowed only
surfaces and interfaces where the inversion symmetry is
ken. In addition, the magnetization also lowers the symme
at the surfaces and interfaces. This is the reason why MS
has been applied to studies of magnetic thin films a
multilayers.6–10

In most cases, isotropic MSHG from magnetic metal
terfaces has been studied. The only investigated cases o
isotropic MSHG from single crystalline samples were no
centrosymmetric films of magnetic garnets11 and
antiferromagnetic crystals.4,5 These early anisotropic studie
were fully described by the simplest dipole approximatio
Except in the special case of domain wall effects,12 higher-
order contributions were not taken into account.

In this study we have applied the MSHG technique
Fe/Au superlattices with atomically controlled epitaxial la
ers. The superlattice with a modulation of mono-atomic la
ers of Fe and Au has been known to show an artificial or
with an L10 structure that does not exist in nature.13 Such an
artificial structure remains at interfaces between Fe and
layers when the modulation period becomes longer t
monoatomic.14 The linear magneto-optical spectra of the s
perlattices modulated by integer and non-integer number
atomic layers have been studied intensively, suggesting
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formation of a peculiar band structure in such an artific
real-space structure.15,16

Strong second harmonic~SH! signals were observed from
the Fe/Au superlattices that showed clear fourfold anisotr
in the azimuthal dependence of SH intensity and
magnetization-induced effect, which demonstrates a h
long-range in-plane order in the superstructures. The
muthal dependence of the nonlinear magneto-optical K
rotation has also been studied. The results are analyze
the basis of phenomenological considerations including
pole as well as quadrupole contributions to the MSHG
sponse. It is shown that the minimum set of contributions
describe the data involve interface nonmagnetic, interf
magnetic and the quadrupole nonmagnetic interactions.
also discuss a general, model-independent symmetry of
MSHG response that reveals the sample symmetry.

II. GENERAL THEORY

An incident light wave induces a polarization in a m
dium that serves as a source for the transmitted and refle
light. The polarizationP can be written as an expansion
powers of the optical electric fieldE(v):

P~v,2v, . . . !5x1,dE~v!1x1,q
“E~v!1x2,dE~v!E~v!

1x2,qE~v!“E~v! . . . . ~1!

The tensorx̂1 is the linear optical susceptibility allowed i
all media. SHG is described by the third and the fourth te
where the electric-dipole tensorx2,d is allowed only in non-
centrosymmetric media and on surfaces and interfaces, w
the quadrupole tensorx2,q is allowed everywhere. For crys
tals with a spontaneous or magnetic-field induced magn
©2001 The American Physical Society27-1
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zationM , expansion of the nonlinear optical polarization o
mediumPnl(2v) can be further written~keeping only linear
in magnetization terms! as

Pnl~2v!5xcrE~v!E~v!1xmE~v!E~v!M

1xq,crE~v!“E~v!1xq,mE~v!“E~v!M ,

~2!

where the first and third term describe the purely crysta
graphic contribution while the second and fourth only exi
in the presence of a magnetizationM . The first two contri-
butions to the nonlinear polarizationPnl(2v) are of electric-
dipole character and therefore can appear only at the in
faces of centrosymmetric media. Their properties
however different. The crystallographic contribution is d
scribed by a polar tensor of rank 3, whereas
magnetization-induced contribution is described by an a
tensor of rank 4. When allowed, the interference betw
these terms can give rise to new nonlinear magneto-op
effects which have no counterparts in linear optics.11,17

Although smaller, the last two terms in Eq.~2! originate
from the bulk and therefore may be comparable in magnit
to the strong dipole contribution coming from the very th
interface layer. The experimental results~see below! confirm
this assumption and substantiate the necessity to take
contribution into account in high-quality single-crystallin
multilayers.

Further theoretical considerations are presented in the
pendix; the results are used to describe the experimenta
sults of Secs. IV and V.

III. EXPERIMENT

The samples used in the present study are the same
as used in the previous linear magneto-optical studie16

They were prepared on MgO~100! substrates by an ultrahig
vacuum~UHV! deposition technique. The base pressure
the deposition system was 3310210 Torr. An Fe seed layer
of 1 nm followed by a Au buffer layer of 50 nm was depo
ited at 200°C and subsequently annealed for 30 min to 1 h at
500°C. The orientation of the Au buffer layer was~001!. The
Fe seed was necessary to control the orientation of the
layer. Multilayers withN periods, each period consisting ofx
monolayers~ML ! of Fe andx ML Au, were deposited in the
UHV system at 70°C on the Au buffer. The parameterx took
integer values (x51, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 15! or noninte-
ger values between 1 and 4. The number of periodsN was
chosen in order to obtain the total multilayer thickne
'200 ML the same for all samples. The deposition ra
were approximately 0.01 nm/s. The layer thickness was c
trolled using a quartz thickness monitor. Superlattices e
ployed for the nonlinear magneto-optical measurements w
those withx51, 10 and 15 ML. As a typical example of
noninteger superlattice, a sample withx53.5 was also stud-
ied. Details of preparation techniques were describ
elsewhere.18 Formation of superlattice structure was co
firmed by x-ray diffraction as described in detail in Ref. 1

MSHG measurements were performed at both the
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search Institute for Materials~RIM!, University of Nijmegen,
and Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technolog
~TUAT!. We used a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser~Coher-
ent, MIRA, l5720–850 nm) as a light source. The T
sapphire laser was excited by either a 514.5-nm line of a 8
Ar1 ion laser~RIM! or a 532-nm radiation of a 5-W diode
pumped YVO4-SHG laser~Coherent, VERDI! ~TUAT!. The
pulse width of the Ti-sapphire laser was 100–150 fs and
repetition rate was 80 MHz. The averaged power outpu
the laser was approximately 600 mW. To avoid sample da
age by the laser irradiation, the averaged power of the li
beam was reduced to 1/10–1/20 of the original intensity
ing a light chopper with a small duty cycle. The spot size
the laser beam focused on the sample was 40–80mm in
diameter and the peak power density was estimated
0.5–1 GW/cm2.

The incident angle of the laser beam was fixed at 45°
the sample normal. Magnetic fields up to about 0.2-0.3
were applied in both the longitudinal and transver
magneto-optical geometry~see Fig. 1!. Magnetic hysteresis
loops were measured separately using a vibrating sam

FIG. 2. Rotational anisotropy curves for samples withx51
monolayers~left! andx515 monolayers~right! in PinPout polariza-
tion combination.

FIG. 1. Schematic experimental geometry: sample rotates
muthally in the applied magnetic field, either in transversal or lo
gitudinal magneto-optical configuration.xy: sample frame~two
equivalent symmetry planes!; x8y8: laboratory frame.
7-2
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ANISOTROPIC MAGNETIZATION-INDUCED SECOND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184427
magnetometer~VSM!. Samples withx53.5, 10, 15 exhib-
ited an in-plane magnetization, leading to an easy satura
with the applied magnetic field. On the other hand,
sample withx51 ML showed a magnetization perpendic
lar to the plane and the field was found to be insufficient
saturate the magnetization in the sample plane.

The sample was mounted on a computer-controlled ro
ing stage to obtain the azimuthal angle dependence of
MSHG signal. The latter was measured for all the four co
binations of input-output polarization; i.e.,PinPout, SinPout,
PinSout, SinSout, where the notationsP andS denote the po-
larizations parallel and perpendicular to the incident plane
reflection, respectively~Fig. 1!. For measurements of th
nonlinear Kerr rotation a computer-controlled rotating an
lyzer was employed.

The SHG light was effectively filtered using two blu
filters ~Schott BG39! and detected by a photomultiplier~EMI
9863QA in RIM or Hamamatsu R464 in TUAT!, the output
of which was guided to a preamplifier~Stanford Research
SR445 in RIM or Hamamatsu C5594 in TUAT! and a photon
counting apparatus~Stanford Research SR400!. Typical data-
accumulation time was 10 s per data point.

IV. ROTATIONAL MSHG INTENSITY PATTERNS IN Fe ÕAu
SUPERLATTICES

Figure 2 shows the results of the rotational anisotro
measurements for thePinPout polarization combination for

FIG. 3. Rotational anisotropy curves~experimental points plus
theoretical fits! for the sample with single layer thicknessx515
monolayers in longitudinal geometry. Multiplication factors in thr
plots show the scaling of the corresponding data in order to re
the same intensity level as with thePinPout polarization combina-
tion ~this figure and the following two!.
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different repeat thicknesses (x51 and 15 ML!. The both
curves show a clear fourfold anisotropy. Only in the ca
with x515 ML, however, a clear magnetic contrast can
seen. The low magnetic contrast in the case withx51 ML
is most probably due to the insufficient saturation of t
in-plane magnetization. Therefore further measureme
were done with thicker samples only.

In Fig. 3, the results of all four polarization combination
for the sample withx515 ML are plotted, for the longitu-
dinal geometry. Note the different vertical scales for the va
ous data, indicating a substantial difference for the MSH
response for different polarization combinations. It is a
obvious that all data involvingSin,out polarization yield a
much stronger anisotropy, which is a direct consequenc
the in-planexy tensor components that contribute to the
signals~see below!. Even the weakestSinSout curve shows a
clear fourfold symmetry pattern.

For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the rotational anisotro
patterns for the same sample withx515 ML in the trans-
versal geometry. Qualitatively the difference in the magne
optical effect is straightforward: while the patternrotates in
the longitudinal geometry~that actually corresponds to a po
larization rotation similar to the linear case, see below!, it
shows just the intensity changes in the transversal one.

Usually, an analysis of MSHG results1,6,19 is performed
assuming that the top surface and buried interfaces are
only sources of the nonlinear magneto-optical respon
Their nonlinearity is described in terms of the effecti
surface/interface dipole-like nonlinear susceptibil
x (2)(M ), which is a third rank tensor. As discussed in mo
detail in Appendix A, this contribution yields the following
azimuthal patterns:

ch

FIG. 4. Rotational anisotropy curves for the sample with sin
layer thicknessx515 monolayers in transversal geometry.
7-3
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I 2v
p,p~f,6M !5uAp,p6Cp,psin 4fu2,

I 2v
s,p~f,6M !5uAs,p6Cs,psin 4fu2,

I 2v
p,s~f,6M !5u6Ap,s6Bp,scos 4fu2,

I 2v
s,s~f,6M !5u6As,s6Bs,scos 4fu2, ~3!

assuming that the effect in the magnetization is weak so
only the zeroth and first order contributions inM should be
accounted for. Here the6 sign stands in front of the
magnetization-induced terms which change sign upon m
netization reversal. The coefficientsAi , j , Bi , j , Ci , j are the
combinations of the nonlinear tensor elements as wel
Fresnel factors. Note that these patterns do not yield
effect of magnetization reversal for theSinSout and PinSout
MSHG intensity, in contrast to the experimental observat
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. They are also unable to prope
describe the patterns for the other two polarization comb
tions @see Fig. 3, dotted lines on the plots forPinPout and
SinPout polarization combinations; also in this case, the E
~3! are not able to fit the magnetic contrast because of
ferent symmetry pattern, see below#. Therefore, one has to
take into account additional anisotropic contributions to
second-order nonlinear response. In particular, the nonl
~quadrupole-allowed! contribution from the bulk of a cubic
nonmagnetic metals@Cu,20 Ag,21 and Al ~Ref. 22!# and semi-
conductors@Si ~Ref. 23!# has been shown to lead to a fou
fold anisotropy of SHG at their~100! surfaces. As shown in
Appendix B, accounting for this additional contributio
modifies the rotational patterns to

I 2v
p,p~f,6M !5uAp,p1Bp,pcos 4f6Cp,psin 4fu2,

I 2v
s,p~f,6M !5uAs,p1Bs,pcos 4f6Cs,psin 4fu2,

I 2v
p,s~f,6M !5u6Ap,s6Bp,scos 4f1Cp,ssin 4fu2,

I 2v
s,s~f,6M !5u6As,s6Bs,scos 4f1Cs,ssin 4fu2, ~4!

Since, for our superlattice structures, the normalz direction
is not equivalent to the tangentialx,y directions, the symme
try of the interior is lower than cubic. Therefore, in the A
pendix, the analysis is performed for the 4/mmmsymmetry.

Equation~4! was used for the theoretical fits to the expe
mental data of Figs. 3 and 4, showing a good agreem
between experiment and theory. In Table I, an overview
given of the fitting amplitudes used, indicating the relati

TABLE I. Azimuthal amplitudesAa,b, Ba,b, andCa,b in longi-
tudinal geometry for samples withx515 and 3.5 ML.

x515 ML x53.5 ML

Aa,b Ba,b Ca,b Aa,b Ba,b Ca,b

PinPout 170 8.3 5.0 130 4.0 11
SinPout 35 9.0 6.3 46 2.7 9.0
PinSout 24 5.0 3.5 33 3.6 1.7
SinSout 15 1.9 1.8 12 6.9 0.95
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strength of the various contributions. In some cases, the q
ity of the fit was noticeably improved by taking into accou
the complex character of the azimuthal amplitudesAa,b,
Ba,b, andCa,b.

For comparison with these results, we have also meas
a structure with a small noninteger layer thickness ofx
53.5 ML. In that way the ratio between the interface a
bulk contribution would be shifted to the former one. In a
dition, the noninteger thickness might increase the interf
roughness thus further increasing the interface MSHG
nals. Figure 5 shows the experimental data as well as the
of the data to Eq.~4! for the sample withx53.5 ML. Also
in this case, the agreement between the theory and ex
ment is evident. However, no clear influence of the differe
layer thickness could be seen on the rotational anisotr
curves except that now the relative anisotropic contribut
is much stronger for theSinSout and much weaker for the
SinPout polarization combinations.

To summarize, we find that the minimum set of contrib
tions to be taken into account for the data description is~i!
the surface/interface~dipole-like! nonmagnetic contribution
~ii ! the surface/interface magnetization-induced contributi
and ~iii ! the nonlocal ~quadrupole-allowed! nonmagnetic
contribution from the entire region of the sample access
by light. The quadrupole magnetization-induced contrib
tion, if any, was indistinguishable, by symmetry reaso
from the combination of~ii ! and ~iii !.

V. ANISOTROPIC NONLINEAR KERR ANGLE

A slightly different experimental approach to character
the MSHG response is to measure its polarization dep
dence with fixed input polarization, as shown in Fig. 6. T

FIG. 5. Rotational anisotropy curves for the sample with sin
layer thickness ofx53.5 monolayers in longitudinal geometry.
7-4
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dependence of the detected MSHG intensity on the anal
anglec reveals~i! a shift by an angledc and~ii ! variations
of the maxima and minima upon magnetization revers
Note that the latter is a fingerprint of the MSHG anisotro
since for isotropic surfaces in the longitudinal geometry o
the angular shift should be present.24 These magnetization
induced effects can be described as follows. The polariza
dependenceI 2v

a,c(f,6M ) of the MSHG intensity is given by

I 2v
a,c~f!5uE2v

a,p~f,6M !cosc1E2v
a,s~f,6M !sincu2,

~5!

wherea denotes the incident fundamental polarization (s or
p). The extrema of theI 2v(c) dependence take place atc
5c6

a , which obey the condition24

„uE2v
a,p~f,6M !u22uE2v

a,s~f,6M !u2
…tan 2c6

a

52 Re@E2v
a,p~f,6M !E2v

a,s~f,6M !#. ~6!

The relative shift of the extrema upon magnetization reve
is thendca5c1

a 2c2
a . In analogy to linear MOKE, we can

introduce the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr angle for
isotropic systems asQK

(2)5dca/2. Substituting Eqs.~B9!
presented in the Appendix one can clearly see that the K
angle depends on the azimuthal anglef and also reveals a
fourfold pattern. The experimentally derived dependencie
the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr angle within one qu
rant of the whole rotation cycle are shown in Fig. 7. T
ellipticity of the MSHG response is determined by the ra
of the maximum and minimum values of the MSHG inte
sity, which can be obtained by substituting the roots of E
~6! into Eq. ~5!:

FIG. 6. SHG intensity dependence on the analyzer angle for
different samples:x51 monolayers(top panel)andx53.5 mono-
layers(bottom panel).
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hK
(2)5

1

2 F tan21F I max
1

I min
1 G2tan21F I max

2

I min
2 G G . ~7!

One can also show that the ellipticity is anisotropic with
fourfold symmetry. From our results we find thathK

(2) is only
about 10% of the value forQK

(2) .

VI. REVEALING SAMPLE SYMMETRY BY
ANISOTROPIC MSHG

Note that the azimuthal rotation patterns~3! and ~4! pos-
sesses the rotational symmetry

I 2v
a,b~f,H l !5I 2v

a,bS f1
p

2
,H l D , ~8!

and the following mirror symmetry

I 2v
a,b~f,H l !5I 2v

a,b~2f,2H l !, ~9!

wherea,b5s,p denote fundamental and second harmo
polarizations andH l is the external longitudinal static mag
netic field. The experimental data shown in Figs. 2–5 clos
follows the symmetry requirements~8! and ~9!. The expres-
sions ~3! and ~4! are derived within certain assumption
about the origin of MSHG. Moreover, we have neglected
linear magneto-optical effects, the magnetic anisotro
which may lead to a deviation of the direction of the sam
magnetization from the direction of the external magne
field, etc. However, one can formulate more general a
model-independent statements about the symmetry of an
tropic MSHG response that do not depend on these fact

For illustration, we first consider the problem assumi
that the fundamental and the harmonic light are plane wa
An n-fold symmetric surface rotation of the sample over t
angle 2p/n leads to an identical crystallographic structu
and, independently of the underlying physics of the lig
matter interaction, the results of the MSHG experiment
not change if~i! the sample is alson-fold symmetric or the
boundary effects can be neglected, and~ii ! there is no hys-
teresis in the magnetic order of the sample upon rotation
reversal of the external magnetic field. Then the field am
tudeE2v

a,b of the plane-wave response obeys

E2v
a,b~f,H!5E2v

a,bS f1
2p

n
,HD . ~10!

o

FIG. 7. Nonlinear Kerr angleQK
(2) as a function of the sample

azimuthal orientation forSin ~a! andPin ~b! input polarizations.
7-5
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Note that the rotational symmetry~10! holds for any polar-
ization of the fundamentala and MSHGb waves, also in-
cluding any elliptical polarization.

The mirror symmetry requires a more careful analys
Assume that the plane of incidence of the fundamental li
coincides with they850 plane, that makes anglef with
respect to the mirror symmetry planey50 of the sample, as
shown in Fig. 1. Now we apply the mirror reflection in th
y50 plane tothe sample and the fields it is interacting wit.
For aP-polarized fundamental wave the electric field vec
possesses nonvanishingx, y andz components, out of which
they component changes sign while thex andz components
are unchanged. Thex component of the optical magnet
field, as an axial vector, changes sign while they component
is not altered (z component is zero!. One can therefore se
that the mirror image of the opticalp-polarized plane wave is
anotherp-polarized plane wave with the same phase a
propagating along the positivex9 direction which makes an
angle 2f relative to the mirror symmetry plane of th
sample. Similarly, one can see that the mirror image of
s-polarized fundamental wave is anothers-polarized plane
wave with opposite phase and also propagating along
positivex9 direction. This phase change of the incident wa
is unimportant for second harmonic since the respons
quadratic with respect to the fundamental field. The sa
mirror reflection rules can be found for the outgoingp- and
s-polarized harmonic fields. The mirror reflection of the e
ternal static longitudinalH l ~alongx8) and polarHp ~along
z) magnetic fields result in fields along thenegative x9 andz
directions, respectively, while the image of the transve
componentHt points along thepositive y9 direction. Thus,
within the plane-wave approximation the field of the MSH
response obeys the symmetry

E2v
a,b~f,H l ,Hp ,Ht!5~21!db,pE2v

a,b~2f,2H l ,2Hp ,Ht!,
~11!

wheredb,p51 for b5p and 0 forb5s, if the conditions~i!
and ~ii ! are met and, in addition,~iii ! the fundamental and
MSHG fields are purelyP or Spolarized. Note that when th
plane of incidence coincides with the mirror symmetry pla
(f50) thes-polarized component of the MSHG response
purely odd with respect to the applied magnetic field with
the plane-wave approximation.

For a real experimental situation the laser spot on
sample has a finite size, often tightly focused.25 In this case
the electric field is a function of the position on the detec
and it is better to consider the total powerW2v

a,b(f,H) of the
MSHG response, which is the quantity that is measured
typical MSHG experiment. It is easy to see that the to
power obeys the rotational symmetry

W2v
a,b~f,H l !5W2v

a,bS f1
2p

n
,H l D ~12!

if the conditions~i! and~ii ! are met. It also obeys the mirro
symmetry

W2v
a,b~f,H l ,Hp ,Ht!5W2v

a,b~2f,2H l ,2Hp ,Ht! ~13!
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if, in addition to requirements~i! and ~ii !, ~iv! the laser spot
is either large compared to the wavelength or its shap
symmetric upon mirror reflection in the plane of incidenc
and ~v! the detector is symmetric relative to the plane
incidence.

Of special interest are the effects of surface/interfa
roughness and other inhomogeneities in the sample, w
have been neglected so far. They lead to light scattering
that the MSHG response is a superposition of many pl
waves even if the incident field can be approximated by o
plane wave. However, the general symmetry for the ro
tional pattern of the scattered MSHG intensity still holds
~vi! the number of specklesNspeckle of the scattered field
within the detector aperture is large,Nspeckle@1, and the sta-
tistical average of the properties of the inhomogeneities o
the irradiated part of the sample obeys the macrosco
sample symmetry.

One can generalize the consideration for other parame
of the MSHG response. For example, one can show
under the requirements discussed above for the rotati
symmetry the Kerr angle should obey

CKerr
a ~f!5CKerr

a S f1
2p

n D . ~14!

The mirror symmetry in longitudinal and polar geometri
leads to

CKerr
a ~f!5CKerr

a ~2f!, ~15!

so that the extrema in theCKerr
a (f) dependence are reache

when the plane of incidence coincides with the mirror sy
metry planes of the sample, which is straightforwardly d
rived from Fig. 7. On the other hand, in the transverse
ometry

CKerr
a ~f!52CKerr

a ~2f!, ~16!

so that the transverse Kerr angle vanishes when the plan
incidence coincides with the mirror symmetry plane for e
actp- ands-polarized fundamental waves. There is no effe
of the mirror symmetry on theCKerr

a (f) dependence if the
external magnetic field possesses nonvanishing project
on both the plane of incidence~polar and/or longitudinal
components! and its normal~transverse component!.

Therefore, we have formulated the conditions which a
needed to observe certain rotational and mirror symmet
of the anisotropic MSHG response~its azimuthal intensity
patterns, magneto-optical Kerr angles, etc.!. These symme-
tries reveal the symmetry of the sample. We have found
additional requirements on the symmetry of the experime
setup should be fulfilled to observe the mirror symmet
Although the consideration is performed mostly for lineas
andp polarizations, it can be straightforwardly generalized
include other polarizations. For example, for circular lig
polarization the mirror symmetry must be supplemented b
reversal of the light helicity. In a more general case of
elliptical polarization, the tilt of the ellipse axis must also b
reversed.
7-6
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VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that the MSHG respons
Fe/Au~001! superlattices shows a strong azimuthal anis
ropy on both the MSHG intensity as well as in the nonline
magneto-optical Kerr rotation. These observations can f
be described by taking into account not only the interfa
allowed dipole contributions but in addition the higher ord
~bulk-like! quadrupole contributions. This result is fully con
sistent with observations from other nonmagnetic~001! sur-
faces, but was nota priori evident, as in principle dipole
allowed magnetic contribution alone could provide t
necessary anisotropy. In addition, we have shown that, in
pendent of the details of the nonlinear optical response, v
general and powerful statements can be made that relat
observed MSHG response with the magnetic and crysta
graphic symmetries. This is in line with similar observatio
that were recently made by Fiebiget al. using MSHG to
solve the symmetry of the spin ordering in several antifer
magnetically ordered crystals26 that could not be solved by
neutron scattering. This shows once more that MSHG is
deed a powerful tool to reveal the crystallographic and m
netic symmetry of spin ordered systems. A direct extens
of this work would be to look at the symmetry of the MSH
fields instead of the intensities, which can be done by m
suring the phase of the optical signals as well.27,28
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APPENDIX A: SURFACE AND INTERFACE
CONTRIBUTIONS

First we focus our attention on the contributions to t
MSHG response from the top surface and the internal in
faces in the Fe/Au superlattice. At surfaces and interfa
the properties of a solid change abruptly, leading to a str
contribution to the second-order nonlinear optical respo
due to asymmetry of electronic wave functions and f
variations of the optical fields on a very short spatial scale
the order of the interatomic distance. A microscopic a
proach to solve the nonlinear interaction of light with t
medium at surfaces and interfaces is therefore a com
problem which intrinsically involves the surface nonloc
screening.29 On the other hand, since the wavelength of lig
is large on the microscopic scale, the result can be expre
in terms of a surface~interface! dipole-like nonlinear suscep
tibility x (2),S, which is a third-rank tensor.29–31

In a superlattice, one has the top surface and many in
faces which can contribute to the second-order respo
Note, however, that there is a strong cancellation expe
between neighboring interfacesI 1 and I 2 due to their oppo-
site orientation, leading to

x (2),I 1'2x (2),I 2, ~A1!

wherex (2),I 1 andx (2),I 2 are the nonlinear susceptibilities o
the two interfaces. A nonvanishing contribution of the int
faces to the MSHG response can then arise due to two
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tors. ~i! The cancellation may be incomplete:x (2),I 1

1x (2),I 25” 0 because of a slight difference between the ‘‘u
ward’’ and ‘‘downward’’ interfaces due to, e.g., growth
induced variations of the crystallographic structure of t
interfaces of the two types. Also, due to the extended ch
acter of the electron wave functions, the top surface m
induce effects on the electronic structure of buried interfac
which can be different forI 1 and I 2. ~ii ! The fully antisym-
metric part of the interface susceptibilities, (x (2),I 1

2x (2),I 2)/2, can also contribute to the total response due t
small difference in the local optical fields, which are retard
and attenuated at the lower interface.

Since the thickness of the layers in the superlattice is v
small relative to the optical wavelength, one can introdu
macroscopically averaged fields and nonlinear polarizati
and replace the interior of the sample by a uniform medi
with effective parameters. Within this effective-medium a
proach the contributions to the MSHG response can then
described in terms of~i! dipole-like susceptibilityxS of the
top surface,~ii ! dipole-like susceptibilityx I ,d due to incom-
plete cancellation of the interface susceptibilities and~iii ! a
nonlocal ~quadrupole-like! contribution which arises from
the fully antisymmetric part of the interface susceptibiliti
due to spatial variation of the macroscopic effective fie
Eeff(v) alongz

Pi
I ,Q~2v!5x i jzl

I ,QEj
eff~v!“zEl

eff~v!. ~A2!

Note that the derivatives ofEeff(v) along the layers do no
enter Eq.~A2! since within the plane-wave approximatio
the spatial variation ofEeff(v) in the tangential direction is
fully determined by the tangential projection of the wa
vector of the incident wave through the whole sample. In t
section we focus on the dipole-like contributions of the t
surface and interfaces while the contribution due to Eq.~A2!
is discussed in Appendix B.

Within the plane-wave approximation the amplitude
the a-polarized MSHG response induced byb-polarized
fundamental light (a,b5s,p) arising via the dipole-like
nonlinear susceptibilities can be written as

E2v
a,b5 (

i 8, j 8,k8
x i 8 j 8k8F̃ i 8

a
~2v!F j 8

b
~v!Fk8

b
~v!E0

b~v!2,

~A3!

whereF̃ i 8
a (2v) andF j 8

b (v) are the Fresnel factors,E0(v) is
the amplitude of the incident wave andx i 8 j 8k8 denotes ele-
ments of the total effective dipole susceptibility of the to
surface and the interfaces in the laboratory frame.

The linear magneto-optical effects are usually weak co
pared to those in the nonlinear optical response so that
effect of the magnetization on the Fresnel factors can
neglected. The Fresnel factors can also be assumed isot
~independent off) so thatFy8

p
5Fx8

s
5Fz

s50 and the depen-
dencies on the azimuthal anglef and the direction of the
magnetizationM solely arise from the nonlinear susceptib
ity x i 8 j 8k8(f,M ). Since the effect of the magnetic order o
7-7
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the electronic properties is weak the magnetizati
dependence of the dipole susceptibility can be expande
powers ofM as

x i jk~M !5x i jk~0!1Xi jkl M l1•••, ~A4!

where X is an axial fourth-rank tensor. Below we use t
linear-in-M approximation and neglect the higher-ord
terms.

For a fourfold symmetric sample the nonmagneticx(0)
part of the susceptibility possesses three independent
ments withzzz, zi i , andi iz indices, wherei stand for the
in-plane x or y coordinates. This tensor is purely isotrop
and does not lead to rotational anisotropy. Its contribution
thes-polarized response vanishes for bothp- ands-polarized
fundamental waves (p,s ands,s response, respectively!. All
three components of thex(0) tensor contribute to the re
sponse for thep,p polarization combination while only the
zi i element contributes to thes,p response.

In the longitudinal geometry the magnetization vector
within the surface plane. Thus, in the crystallographic fra
we need the components of the tensorXi jkl with l 5x or y.
For a fourfold symmetric sample they are12

Xxxyx52Xyyxy, Xyxxx52Xxyyy,

Xyyyx52Xxxxy, Xyzzx52Xxzzy,

Xzzyx52Xzzxy. ~A5!

The elements connected to the first and the last elemen
Eq. ~A5! by the simple permutation symmetryXi jkl [Xik jl
are omitted.

For s,s MSHG the fundamental field and the nonline
response are alongy8 while the longitudinal magnetization i
alongx8. Thus the magnetization-induced response arises

xy8y8y8
m

5Xy8y8y8x8Mx85FXyyyx1
cos 4f21

4
zmGMx8 ,

~A6!

where x i 8 j 8k8
m denotes the laboratory frame element of t

nonlinear susceptibility arising due to the second term on
right-hand side of Eq.~A4!, and

zm5Xyyyx2Xyxxx22Xxxyx. ~A7!

For s,p-MSHG the relevant magnetization-induced co
ponent is

xx8y8y8
m

5Xx8y8y8x8Mx85
1

4
zmsin 4fMx8 , ~A8!

while xz8y8y8
m

50.
Analogously, forp,s-MSHG we find

xy8x8x8
m

5Xy8x8x8x8Mx85FXyxxx1
12cos 4f

4
zmGMx8 ,

~A9!

xy8zz
m

5Xy8zzx8Mx85XyzzxMx8 , ~A10!
18442
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while xy8x8z
m

50.
Finally, for p,p-MSHG we have

xx8x8x8
m

5Xx8x8x8x8Mx852
1

4
zmsin 4fMx8 , ~A11!

with xx8x8z
m

5xzx8x8
m

5xx8zz
m

5xzzx8
m

5xzzz
m 50.

By substituting Eqs.~A6!–~A11! into Eq. ~A3! and add-
ing the isotropic contribution of the first term on the righ
hand side of Eq.~A4! one can see that the azimuthal depe
dence of the response has the form

E2v
p,p~f,6M l !5Ap,p6Cp,psin 4f,

E2v
s,p~f,6M l !5As,p6Cs,psin 4f,

E2v
p,s~f,6M l !56Ap,s6Bp,scos 4f,

E2v
s,s~f,6M l !56As,s6Bs,scos 4f, ~A12!

where the6 sign indicates those terms which change th
sign upon magnetization reversal,A, B and C are indepen-
dent off and the direction of the longitudinal magnetizatio
M l . Since the light intensity is related to the field viaI 2v

a,b

5c/(2p)uE2v
a,bu2, we arrive to Eq.~3!, where theA, B andC

amplitudes are redefined to include theAc/(2p) prefactor.
Note that the anisotropic amplitudes arise via a sin

combination~A7! of the elements of theX tensor so that
their relative size is purely determined by the Fresnel facto
For highly refractive media,ue(v)u@1 andue(2v)u@1 and
relatively small angles of incidence, the Fresnel factorsFx8

p

and Fy8
s for tangential fields are close to each other so t

the following approximate relation

uBs,su'uBp,su'uCs,pu'uCp,pu ~A13!

is expected.

APPENDIX B: NONLOCAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Here we consider the nonlocal contribution to the seco
order response within the effective medium approximati
Although both Au and bcc-Fe are cubic crystals, in the
perlattice the wave functions have lower 4/mmmsymmetry
since the normalz direction is not anymore equivalent to th
in-planex andy directions. To the first order in nonlocalit
~quadrupole! the effective nonlinear polarization is propo
tional to the gradient of the fundamental field

Pi~2v!5x i jkl
Q ~M !Ej~v!“kEl~v!. ~B1!

This nonlinear source includes the nonlocal contributio
from the interior of the layers and the fully asymmetric pa
of the response of the interfaces~A2! as discussed in the
previous section. Similar to Eq.~A4!, we expand the
x i jkl

Q (M ) as

x i jkl
Q ~M !5x i jkl

Q ~0!1Xi jklm
Q Mm1•••. ~B2!

Below we take only the first~nonmagnetic! term of the ex-
pansion as it provides enough freedom to fully describe
7-8
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experimental data. Thus, in this section we completely
glect the effect of the magnetic order on the nonlocal con
bution and omit ‘‘(0)’’ for notation simplicity.

For the 4/mmmsymmetry class the independent eleme
of the xQ tensor are

xxxyy
Q 5xyyxx

Q

xxyxy
Q 5xyxyx

Q ,

xxxxx
Q 5xyyyy

Q ,

xxxzz
Q 5xyyzz

Q

xzzxx
Q 5xzzyy

Q

xxzxz
Q 5xyzyz

Q ,

xzxzx
Q 5xzyzy

Q ,

xzzzz
Q . ~B3!

Note that the fourfold anisotropy may arise only from t
first three elements with purely tangential components
we focus our attention on them. The other components
not change upon azimuthal rotation and contribute only
the As,p andAp,p amplitudes.

For s,s-SHG the anisotropic contribution arises via th
y8y8x8y8 element of thexQ tensor which is given in the
laboratory frame by

xy8y8x8y8
Q

5
1

4
zsin 4f, ~B4!

where

z5xxxxx
Q 2xxyxy

Q 22xxxyy
Q . ~B5!
w

e

,

.
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v

e
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The anisotropic part ofs,p-SHG arises via

xx8y8x8y8
Q

5xxyxy
Q 1

12cos 4f

4
z. ~B6!

For p,s-SHG one finds

xy8x8x8x8
Q

52
1

4
zsin 4f. ~B7!

Finally, for p,p-SHG we have

xx8x8x8x8
Q

5xxxxx
Q 1

cos 4f21

4
z. ~B8!

Adding the anisotropic contributions due to Eqs.~B4!–
~B8! and the isotropic components of the nonlocal respon
one can see that the azimuthal dependence of the resp
field amplitude now reads as

E2v
p,p~f,6M l !5Ap,p1Bp,pcos 4f6Cp,psin 4f,

E2v
s,p~f,6M l !5As,p1Bs,pcos 4f6Cs,psin 4f,

E2v
p,s~f,6M l !56Ap,s6Bp,scos 4f1Cp,ssin 4f,

E2v
s,s~f,6M l !56As,s6Bs,scos 4f1Cs,ssin 4f, ~B9!

where the new nonmagnetic anisotropic amplitudes origin
from a single combination~B5! of the elements of thexQ

tensor and for a highly refractive medium and not too lar
angle of incidence

uCs,su'uCp,su'uBs,pu'uBp,pu ~B10!

is expected.
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